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Selfinjective Biserial Standard Algebras 
ZYCMUNT POGORZALY AND ANDRZEJ SKOWRO~~SKI 
Throughout the paper, K will denote a fixed algebraically closed field. By 
an algebra A is meant an associative, finite-dimensional K-algebra with an 
identity, which we shall assume to be basic and connected. 
An algebra A is called hiseriul [ 131 if the radical of any indecomposable 
nonuniserial projective, left or right, A-module is a sum of at most two 
uniserial submodules whose intersection is simple or zero. Examples of 
biserial algebras are Nakayama algebras [22], Kawada algebras 
[ 19, 23, 251, blocks of group algebras with cyclic or dihedral defect groups 
[ 18, 20, 6, 24, 9, 121, iterated tilted algebras of type A,, or A,, [ 1, 21, and 
algebras appearing in the Gelfand-Ponomarev classification of Harish- 
Chandra modules over the Lorentz group [ 151. These algebras are special 
biserial (in the sense of [29]) and their representation theory is well-known 
[S, 10. 303. Moreover, the special biserial algebras are standard, that is, 
admit simply connected Galois covers. Every representation-finite biserial 
algebra is special biserial [29] but there are representation-infinite biserial 
algebras which are not special biserial (see examples in Section 3). 
In this article, with the help of Galois covers, we describe all representa- 
tion-infinite standard sellinjective biserial algebras. The covers us,ed here 
are constructed from locally bounded tree K-categories whose finite full 
convex subcategories are iterated tilted categories of type A,,. In particular, 
we obtain that the class of selfinjective special biserial algebras coincides 
with the class of selfinjective standard biserial algebras. Moreover, the 
second author has obtained in [26, 271 a classification f all representation- 
infinite standard selfinjective algebras of polynomial growth (in the sense of 
[28]). This classification a d our main result give together a classification 
of all representation-infinite standard selfinjective algebras whose simply 
connected Galois coverings are of polynomial growth (see the proof of 
Proposition 4.5 in [27]). 
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I. MAIN RESULT 
In order to state our main result we need some notations. 
Let R be a locally bounded K-category [7]. We shall write the composi- 
tion of morphisms in R from the left to the right, An R-module is a 
covariant K-linear functor A4 from R to the category of K-vector spaces. 
We denote by mod-R the category of all finite-dimensional R-modules, If 
R is finite (the number of objects is finite). then mod-R is equivalent to the 
category mod-,4 of right modules over the associated matrix-algebra @ R 
consisting of all matrices ((I ,, ) where (I ,, E R(.Y, j‘). It is well-known that 
each (finite-dimensional) algebra is isomorphic to a matrix-algebra $ R 
for some finite category R. 
For a group G of K-linear automorphisms of R acting freely on the 
objects of R, we denote by R/G the quotient category [I43 whose objects 
arc the G-orbits of the objects of R. Then there is a Galois cm~~~irzg 
F: R --t R:G which assigns to each object .Y its G-orbit G ..v. A group G of 
K-linear automorphisms of R is called dt~zi.ssih/r if its action on the objects 
is free and has finitely many orbits. Then RIG is defined and @ (R/G) is 
an algebra. A locally bounded category R is called .ciny/~~ cwmcted C-71 if 
it is triangular (its quiver has no oriented cycles) and, for any presentation 
R $ KQ/I as a bound quiver category. the fundamental group n,(Q, I) of 
(Q, 1) [21] is trivial. It is equivalent (cf. [28]) to the fact that R is 
triangular and each Galois covering of R is trivial. A locally bounded 
category .I is called .stunc/urri [26] if it admits a Galois covering R + A 
with R simply connected. Finally, an algebra A is called standard if it is 
isomorphic to @ il for some finite standard category A. 
The reprtitirc cutrgor:,~ (cf. [ 171) of a locally bounded category R is the 
selfinjective locally bounded category R whose objects are the pairs 
(I?, x) = .s,, . .\’ E R, II E Z (the set of all integers) and d(.r,,. I$,,) = 
[II) x R(.\-, J). Ei(.r ,, I , , .I‘,,) = (II x DR( .\‘. x). and R(.Y ,,, .rc,) = 0 if p # 4. 
q + 1, where DV denotes the dual space Hom,( V, K). We denote by rK the 
Nakayama automorphism of R which assigns to each object .Y,, = (n, X) the 
object x,, , , = (n + 1, .u). Observe that. if R is finite. then the infinite cyclic 
group G generated by \!R is admissible and @ (R/G) is isomorphic to the 
trivial extension T( A ) = A tx D(A) of ,4 = @ R by its minimal injective 
cogenerator D( A ) = Hom,(A, K). 
A locally bounded category B is called .speciul hisrriul if it is isomorphic 
to the bound quiver category KQ:I where the bound quiver (Q, 1) satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(R 1) The number of arrows in Q with a prescribed source or target 
is at most two. 
(R2) For any arrow z of Q. there is at most one arrow /j and one 
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arrow y such that rj? and ;‘T are not in I. It is known that any special 
biserial K-category is biserial [29]. 
Following 121, a triangular locally bounded category B is called gentle 
if it is isomorphic to KQ/I where the bound quiver (Q. I) satisfies (Rl ). 
(R2), and the following two conditions: 
(R3) I is generated by a set of paths of length two. 
(R4) For any arrow c( of Q, there is at most one arrow t a.nd one 
arrow ?I such that x< and rlr belong to I. 
By a tree category A is meant a locally bounded K-category whose 
quiver is a tree. 
We may now state the main result of this paper. 
(iv ) A is .selfj:njecliw .spwial hiwricrl. 
We note that, by [ 11, the class of algebras @ A associated with finite 
gentle tree K-categories A coincides with the class of iterated tilted algebras 
of types A,,. Moreover, it follows from [ 17, 291 that, for a representation- 
finite algebra A, the statements (i), (iii), and (iv) are also equivalent. On 
the other hand, for the equivalence of (i) and (ii), the assumption that A 
is representation-infinite is necessary. Indeed, if H is a hereditary category 
of Dynkin type D,,, E,, E,, or E,, A = @ H, the trivial extension 
T(A) T @ Z?/‘(V) is representation-finite [ 171 and not biserial (by [29]) 
but H is simply connected and every full finite subcategory of Ei is 
representation-finite. 
Recall that an algebra A is called tunw [ 1 l] if, for any dimension (1. 
there is a finite number of K[X]-A-bimodules M,, 1 6 i < n,,, which are 
finitely generated and free as left K[X]-modules, and satisfy the following 
condition: all but a finite number of isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable A-modules of dimension cl are of the form K[X]/(X-jw) @ al,w, M, 
for some i. E K and some i, 1 < i< tz,,. Moreover, the Auslander-Reiten 
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invariant /I(A) of A [S] records the largest possible number of indecom- 
posable summands in the middle term of any almost split sequence which 
is neither projective nor injective. For the shape of the translation quivers 
ZAG and ZA ,/(t) we may refer to 1161. 
We have the following direct consequence of 130; 10, 5.2; 8, Sect. 31 and 
the above theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let A hr II stundurd hiscrid djkjec.tice ulgrhru. Then A i.s 
tmne, j( A ) < 2, und ull but ,finitel~~ nzun~~ connectrd components of the 
Au.slan&r~Reiten quiwr I.,, of’ A urtl of’ thr ,fkrm ZA : wd ZA , /(T >. 
2. PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
In the proof we shall use several lemmas. Let il be a locally bounded 
triangular K-category. We shall identify A with the full subcategory of 2 
formed by the objects .Y (,, s E A. Let .Y be a sink of A. Then the wflection 
ST A of .4 at .Y is the full subcategory of ‘2 consisting of the object s, (in 
the notations of Section 1) and the objects zo, for all z # x. Then x, is a 
source of ST A and the canonical inclusion ST A into A^  induces an iso- 
morphism (S: A)^  --f 2. Similarly, if .1‘ is a source of A, then the reflection 
S, A of A at J’ is the full subcategory of 2 formed by the object J’ , and 
the objects z0 for all 3 # ~3. Then I’ , is a sink of S, A and the canonical 
inclusion S, A into a induces an ‘isomorphism (S, A) A ~,4^. 
Throughout this section we mean by a category a locally bounded 
K-category. 
LEMMA 1. Let A he u hiwriul categor!,, Q the quicer “f A, und I A J’ 
cm urrcw of’ Q. Assumr thut A(r, J‘) i.s uniserial as a kft A(.u, .r)-mod& 01 
u right A(),, J.)-module. Then, ,fiw un?’ pwsentution ,f’: KQ -+ A of‘ A, ,f’(x) 
genrrutes u uniseriul eft and u uniseriul right A-module. 
Proof: Let ,f: KQ --t A be a presentation of A and N =,/‘(a). Since A is 
biserial, rad A(s, -) has a uniserial submodule U generated by an element 
h E rad A(\-, y)\srad’ A(.L., ~3). By our assumption we conclude that u = 
ch+u,h or ~=~.h+hu, for some elements CE K* =ZC,{O], u, E A(x, x), 
II, EA(J~, J,). Then aA=(c+u,)bA~bA or uA=h(c~+u,.) A=bA is 
uniserial. Similarly, Aa is uniserial. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a hiserial cutegnr>~. Then the quicer Q of A .satisfies 
(RI). 
Proof: This follows from the fact that dim, rad A(x, - )/rad’ A(x, - ) 
< 2 and dim, rad A( -, .u)/rad” A( -, x) < 2 for all objects .Y of A. 
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In the lemmas below A denotes a biserial category, Q the quiver of A, 
and 0 the quiver of A. 
h3lMA 3. Let a be hiserial. Then ,fiw an)% presentation ,f: KQ -+ A of A 
and I = ker(,f), the bound quiver (Q, I) satisfies (R4). 
Proof: Suppose that ,f: KQ + A is a presentation of A such that c$ and 
a~ belong to I = ker(f’) for some arrows I A J’, J* A :, ~3 % U, /3 # ;‘. 
Let g: Ko -+ 2 be an extension of ,f to a presentation of k. Since k is 
biserial so is A = a/(v), and then, by Lemma 2, Q satisfies (RI). Hence we 
have ,f(cc)(rad A) =O. Moreover, g(x) a(,~,,, x ,) ~0, and then there is an 
arrow y. -5 t such that g(ap) # 0. Consequently 11 is a third arrow in 0 
leaving from J’~, a contradiction. 
Similarly, for any arrow IY of Q there exists at most one arrow [I’ such 
that /~CI E I. 
LEMMA 4. Let a he hiserial. Then the radical of an)’ nonunisrriul 
indecomposable projective, kft or right, A-module is LI direct sum qf t\t’o 
uniceserial suhtnodult~s. 
Proof: Suppose that A(x, - ) is a nonuniserial A-module with a simple 
socle A( J’, ~ )/rad A( J’, - ). Then A(.u, - ) is a proper nonuniserial sub- 
module, with simple top A(.Y, - )jrad A(s, - ) of the indecomposable 
projective-injective i-module a( J’, , - ). This is impossible, because .4^ is 
biserial. 
LEMMA 5. Let A ht> triangular and 1tJt.f: KQ + A be a presentation of A. 
Assume that Q contains u subquicer 
such that r32, f’(P<)=O, .f(y,...y,5)#0, .f(afi)#O, and ,f(@)= 
cf‘(xy, ... y,) ,for some c E K*. Then 2 is not bisrrial. 
Proofi Suppose that A is biserial. Let g: Ko + 2 be an extension of .f 
to a presentation of a. Observe that, by r 2 2 and Lemma 1, Ag(yl ) is a 
uniserial a-module. Since g(y, ... y,l) =,f(;,, ... ~~5) # 0, there is an arrow 
11’ ‘1, J in 0 such that g( py, y,<) # 0. Moreover, the equalities 
g(r~,~~~~,j’)=.f(cx~,~~~;~,5)=(l~~~)f‘(~)f(~~)=Oimply~1#r.Theng(a~,) 
and g( ~7,) are non-zero elements in the uniserial A-module Ag(;‘,) and so 
one is a left multiple of the other. If g( py ,) = mg(ry,) for some nz E A^( I$‘, x), 
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then we get g( p;, ‘. y, i) = mg(ry,) g(y2.. ;‘, () = m$(cx) ,f’(P() = 0, a con- 
tradiction. Suppose g(~y,) = ~~(/~1;~,) for some I)E A(.\-. it,). By the above 
observation, we may assume 11‘ # .Y and hence /I E rad A^( .I-, N,). Since A is a 
convex subcategory of k, II’ is in fact an object of A and so,f(sr;,,) = p/‘(~~~,) 
for some p E rad A(.\-, ~1,). Then, by Lemma 1. f’(p) A is uniserial. We claim 
that ,f‘( p/I) = 0. Indeed, if ,/‘( /ifi) # 0, then f’( ,uP) and ,f‘( ~1;‘~ ) are non-zero 
elements in the uniserial A-module /‘( ,u) A and so J(pl)‘) = ~lf’( ~1;‘~ ;I,-) for 
some U’E K*. But then ,f‘(,~y, ...;‘,: cl= (li’4,fllllj) f’(5)= (llW’(P),f’(/X) 
= 0, a contradiction. Consequently, ,f’( ,u/I’) = 0. Replacing now the repre- 
sentative ,f( r) of x by ,f’,( r) =,f’(x) ~ pf’( 10, we get a new presentation 
/‘, : KQ + A such that ,f;(xy, ) = 0. Moreover, the following equalities 
‘hold: f’,(x) f;(P) = (f’(r)-/?f’(,O)./‘(P) = .f’(~).f‘(P) = c:f’(r).f’(;~, . ..I’.) = 
c~(,~;(r)+~!1’(~O).f’(~,) ,f‘(;z...r,) = c,/$\(,l) ,/‘,(;I, .‘.;q,-). Hence the rela- 
tions f,(x) .fl(P) =,f’(x),f(P)#O, .fi(p).f’,(P)=@ 1’1(2) /‘,(7,)=0 imply 
that the intersection of any two uniserial submodules X and Y of A(r, - ) 
such that X+ Y = rad A(.\-, - ) is non-Lcro. because it contains the simple 
module A(:, - ).‘rad A(:, ~ ) as a composition factor. This contradicts 
Lemma 4 and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 6. Let A he triqplur und let f: KQ + A he u presmtation of’ A. 
Assltme thut Q contuins u .suhyuiwr 
r 3 2, und un urr01~’ p of’ turgrt .I‘ .W~I thut f‘( pfi ) = 0, ,f’( xfi ) # 0. 
,f’(py, ...;*,) #O, und ,f’(zP) = rf(q, .‘.;‘, ) ,fbr .somr I’E K*. Then 2 is not 
hiwriul. 
Proqf: Let 11’ be the source of 11. Denote by B the full subcategory of A 
consisting of the objects I, ~3, z, \I’, and the sources of y2, . . . . 7,. Moreover, 
let QR be the quiver of B and h: KQ” + B the presentation of B induced by 
f: Observe that, if )I‘ is a source of B and 11’ #.v, then the reflection S,, B 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5, and therefore BT (S,$ B) A is not 
biserial. Suppose now that either N’= x of QR contains an arrow s L H‘. 
Since Bh(y , ) is uniserial, h(sry,) # 0, /I( p(;‘, )# 0, and r > 2, we obtain, by 
Lemma I, that h(cq, ) = ph( ,q, ) for some p E B(s, ~8). We have also 
/z( ,~Llj) = 0. Then, applying the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5, 
we get, by Lemma 4, that B is not biserial. Consequently, a is not biserial, 
because $ is a full subcategory of a. 
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LEMMA 7. Let A he triungular,,J’: KQ + A hr u presentation of’ A. und Q 
c0ntuin.s u .suhquicri 
Proof: We have two cases to consider. Assume first hat .f’( p;‘) = 0 for 
some arrow ,u of target I‘, and say of source U. Obviously x #I!. Let B be 
the full subcategory of A formed by the objects X, J’. z, U, r. Then the quiver 
of SI+ B contains three different arrows of target ~3 and so, by Lemma 2, 
82 (S,f B)^ is not biserial. Therefore 2 is not biserial, because b is a full 
subcategory of 2. Assume now that ,f(yq) = 0 for some arrow tl of source 
z and say of target U. We may assume, by Lemma 3, that q # <. Let B be 
the full subcategory of A consisting of the objects X, J‘, ;, II, ~1. Then the 
quiver of s, B contains three different arrows of source z and. by 
Lemma 2, B2i (S B)” is not biserial. Consequently also in this case 2 is 
not biserial. 
LEMMA 8. Let A hr u gmtlr catrgor),. Then 2 is .spcc,iul hiscriul. 
Proof: Let fi KQ -+ A be a presentation of A, I= ker(f’), and (Q, I) 
satisfies the conditions (RI )-(R4). For a path p in Q, we denote by s(p) the 
source of p and by t(p) the target of 11. Moreover, for a vertex .Y of a path 
p, denote by p(x)’ (resp. p(x)“) the subpath of p, possibly of length, 0, with 
the source s(p) (resp. X) and the target .Y (resp. t(p)). A path p is said to 
be maximal if p $ I and up E I, p/I E Z, for any arrow x of target s(p) and any 
arrow fl of source t(p). Denote by M the set of all maximal paths in (Q, 0. 
Then, by the definition of A^ , the quiver 0 of A^  is defined as follows: the 
vertices of Q are the pairs (.x, n) = s ,, .Y E Q,, (the set of vertices of Q), 
H E Z; the arrows of 0 are formed by (x, n) = a,,: s(z),, + t(r),,, 2 E Q, (the 
set of arrows of Q), n E Z, and the arrows p(n): t(p),, +, + s(p),,, for all 
paths p E M and n E Z. 
For a path q = M’ ~1”’ of Q and n E Z, we shall denote by y,, the path 
of, ... ~1:. Consider the ideal I” in the path category Ko generated by the 
following elements: 
(I ) x,, /I,,, for all paths UP of length 2 from I, n E Z; 
(2) 5,!+, p(n), for all I)E M, II E Z, and the arrows < of Q of target 
/(/I) which are not subpaths of p; 
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(3) p(n) y,,, for all /JE M, no Z, and the arrows ;’ of Q of source s(p) 
which are not subpaths of p; 
(4) o,, + I P(-y):, + I p(n)p(.~),y. for II E Z. the vertices .Y of Q lying on 
one path /I E M and with .Y #s(p), where 6 is the arrow of p of- target X; 
(5) P(.YL + I p(rz) p(.u),y P,~, for 17 E Z. the vertices I of Q lying on one 
path p E M and with .Y # t(p), where p is the arrow of p of source X; 
(6) P(S):: + , p(n) p(x):, - y(-u)::+ ,y(n) Y(X):,, for n E Z and the ver- 
tices .Y of Q lying on two different paths p, q E M. Then K&j is a special 
biserial category and a simple analysis shows that 2 2 Ko/f 
For a selfinjective category R, we denote by \I= rR the Nakayama 
automorphism of R which assigns to each object x of R the object V(X) 
such that the top of R(.Y, - ) is the socle of R(v(x), - ). A v-slice of R is a 
full subcategory of R which is connected and does not contain two objects 
from the same (r)-orbit, where (11) denotes the group generated by V. 
hMMA 9. Let R he u se~finjectice locall~~ hounded K-categoric, 11 the 
NukuJwmu uutomorphism “f R, und D u conves v-slice of‘ R. Denote hi D ’ 
(resp. D ) the concrs hull c~f’ the,fidl suh~~utegor~~ of’ R,formed by the objects 
of’ D and ull n!jects s of R nAich .ruti,$~. tht~,folloM~ing tow conditions: (a) the 
(v)-orbit of’ .Y does not intersect D; (b) R(.Y. ~a) # 0 (resp. R(J,, .u) # 0) ,fbr 
.romr object ~3 of’ D. Then D ’ (rrsp. D ) is u c’onwx v-slice of R. 
Proof: By duality, it is sufficient o prove D+ is a convex \I-slice of R. 
We shall apply arguments similar to that used in [27, 4.41. Let C+ be the 
full subcategory of R consisting of all objects satisfying (a) and (b). First 
observe that C’ is a \r-slice of R. Indeed, suppose that .x- and J = v~.Y, r # 0, 
belong to C+. Since .Y = 1’ ‘~3, we may assume that r > 0. By our assump- 
tion R(j,. r) #O and R(s, U) #O for some :, u ED, and hence there is a path 
-+ +\!I ‘.Y -+ --f .Y + . ---) U, a contradiction to the convexity of 
D. Thus, C + is a rs-slice of R. The same argument shows that, for .Y E C’ , 
all objects of a non-zero path from .Y to D belong to Cf. Suppose now that 
Di is not a v-slice of R. Then there is a path p: .Y + ... --t z, s, 2 E C’ . 
such that either p contains two objects from the same (r)-orbit or the 
(v)-orbit of some object u of p, u #.u, I, intersects Cf. Let R(.x, a) # 0 
and R(z. h) #O for LI, hi D. Assume that p is of the form 
s + + )’ -+ + ~‘1’ 4 . ---t :, r # 0, where it may be .Y = y or ,tr~x = z 
(but not simultaneously). If r < 0. then there is a path 
0” ... 4,’ I.,- --f + \ I,‘---, + y’,.+ +I + -t/j, 
a contradiction, because D is convex. Similarly, if r > 0, there is a 
path N + ... ---t \’ ‘.y + ---t L’ 1,. + 4 \‘I ‘.k + ---t ,’ --f + 
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f\” -+: + . . +h, again a contradiction. Assume now that 
c 2 V’U E C+ for Y # 0 and some object u # X, z, lying on p. Since c E C’ , 
R(c, d) # 0 for some do D. Then. for r > 0, there is a path 
(i-+ “f ‘up+ ... -+11+ ... -+,+ ... -+!I, and, for Y < 0, a path 
(7-t . 4 \’ A- 4 . . --f 1’ ‘u+ . + V’U+ . . -+d, a contradiction to 
the convexity of D. This proves that D’ is a convex It-slice of R. 
bZMMA 10. Let R hr u locc111~~ hounded K-cutrgor?? and G a grolrp of 
K-lintwr automorphisms of’ R ucting ,frpelJ’ on the ohjccts of’ R. Th.erl R is 
se~fhnjrctiw hiwriul !f und only> if so i.r R/G. 
Proof: Let F, : mod-R + mod-R/G be the push-down functor ass,ociated 
with the Galois covering F: R + R/G. It is well-known [7, 3.21 that F, is 
exact, F,(rad M) 2 rad F,(M) for all M E mod-R, and P E: mod-R is projec- 
tive iff so is F,(P). In particular. M~mod-R is uniserial iff F,,(M) 
is uniserial. Moreover, for ME mod-R, F,(M)Y F,,( M), where Fi, is the 
right adjoint functor to the pull-up functor F (see [ 14, 3.61). Therefore, 
by duality, F,(soc M) pi sot Fj( M) for all lzrl E mod-R, and ZE m’od-R is 
injective iff so is F;(I). Hence R is selfinjective iff R/G is selfinjective. 
Moreover, if P is an indecomposable projective-injective R-module, 
then F,.( rad P,lsoc P) 3 rad F,( P)/soc F,(P). and hence rad P!soc P is a 
direct sum of two uniserial submodules (resp. is uniserial) iff so is 
rad F;( P)/soc F,(P). Consequently. R is biserial iff R.‘G is biserial. 
3. PR(X)F OF THE THEOREM 
Proof qf’thtj Implication (i) * (ii). Let A be a standard biserial s,elfinjec- 
tive and A 2 @ (R/G) where R is a simply connected locally bounded 
K-category and G an admissible automorphism group of R. Suppose R 
contains a representation-infinite full finite subcategory. We have two cases 
to consider. 
(1 ) R is Schurian, that is, dim, R(.u, 1’) 6 I for all objects X, J’E R. 
Then, by 129, Lemma 21, R is special biserial and so R7 KQ/Z for some 
bound quiver (Q, I) satisfying (Rl ) and (R2). By our assumption, R con- 
tains then a full hereditary subcategory H of type A,,,. Since R is special 
biserial, the universal Galois covering i7 + H of H induces a (proper) 
Galois covering A --t R with an infinite cyclic group, a contradiction to the 
simply connectedness of R. 
(2) R is non-Schurian. Let D be a non-Schurian convex full sub- 
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category of R with the least number of objects. Then there exist .Y, J’ in D 
such that x is a source, ~9 is a sink, dim, D(s, J,) =2, and dim, D(t, I)< 1 
for all pairs (t, Z) # (.Y, J,) of objects of D. We shall show that again R 
is not simply connected. Let .I--% -, -% . ..“1. J’=-, an d 
.Y -5 14r.A ...A I’= II, be two linearly independent paths of D from x 
to J‘, and denote by C the subcategory of R formed by these two paths, 
Since R is biserial and triangular, there is a presentation ,f’: KQ + R of R 
such that ,f’(y) R and R/‘(d) are uniserial for any arrow ;I in Q of target .I- 
and any arrow rS in Q of source J’. We claim that there is a presentation 
g: KQ --f R of R such that ,y(;‘x, )= 0 or g(y/j, ) = 0 for any arrow ;’ of target 
.Y and ,q( r, 6) = 0 or x(/1,6) = 0 for any arrow 6 of source J’. Suppose that 
,f’(y~, )# 0 and ,f’( yfi, ) # 0 for some arrow ;I. Then ,f’(yr , ) and ,fy/?, ) are non- 
zero elements in the uniserial right R-module.J‘(y) R and so one is a right 
multiple of the other, say ,f’(yx, )=,/‘(;I/{, ) 111 for some no E R(u, , :, ). Then, 
by the minimality of D, r = 1. Assume that ,f’(qz, ) # 0 for any arrow kf # ; 
of target .Y and .f(sc, b) #O for any arrow d of source .I’. Observe that this 
is the case when s > 1. Indeed. let .s > I and ,f’(rlr, ) = 0 for some arrow !I# ;r 
of target .Y (resp. ,f‘(cc, 6) = 0 for some arrow (5 of source J’). Then the full 
subcategory B of R formed by the objects .Y, J‘, u,, . . . . II, , and the source 
of ;’ (resp. .Y, J. 11, . . . . II, , and the target of 0) is a r-slice of R and so b 
is not biserial, by Lemmas 5 and 6. Hence R is not biseriai. since h is a full 
subcategory of R, a contradiction. Replacing the representative,/‘(r,) of x, 
by ,f, (X, ) = f( x, ) ~ f’( b, ) 111 we obtain a new presentation ,f’, : KQ + R such 
that ,I’,(;x,) = 0. Passing from ,/’ to f’, WC did not kill any zero-relation. 
Assume now s = 1 and that f’(~~r, ) = 0 for some arrow 11 of target .Y or 
,f’(~, 6) = 0 for some arrow 6 of source J‘. Applying Lemma 7, we conclude 
as above that ,f’( I$, ) # 0 for any arrow 11 of target .x- and .I’( p,<) # 0 for any 
arrow < of source .I‘. Hence, replacing the representative ,f‘(P,) of /j, by 
,f?( [j, )= n!f‘( PI ) -,f’( u, ) (here 0 # nz E R( J’, j’) = K), we get a new presenta- 
tion ,fi: KQ + R of R such that ,f2(;$/), ) = 0. Using the dual version of this 
procedure we get the required presentation g: KQ -+ R. Then the universal 
Galois covering ? + C of the hereditary category C of type I,,, induces a 
Galois covering A + R with an infinite cyclic group, a contradiction since 
R is simply connected. Therefore, every finite full subcategory of R is 
representation-finite. 
Pim/’ of t/w Implicution (ii )3 (iii). Let R be a simply connected selfin- 
jective locally bounded K-category whose every full finite subcategory is 
representation-finite. Assume that A 3 @ (R/G) for some admissible 
automorphism group G of R. Since A is not representation-finite, we con- 
clude from [IO. 5.11 that R contains a full convex subcategory 15. which is 
a G-periodic line, that is. H = ( R E G; gL z L) is an infinite cyclic group. 
We shall use now some arguments similar to that used in 127. 4.41. 
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Observe that L is a convex r-slice of R. Consider the following sequence of 
convex r-slices of R 
B,, c B, c BL c . . . . 
where, in the notations of Lemma 9, B,, = L, B,,, , = Bz, 7, Bz,, = Bz,, , , 
for II > I, and let B = IJ,,, ,v B,,. Obviously, B is a convex r&ice of R. We 
claim that R % l?. Suppose that b is a proper subcategory of R. Since R is 
connected, there is an object .Y E R, Y $6, connected by an arrow to B. 
Then r’.v-, for some Y E Z, is connected by an arrow to B. But, since B is the 
union of B,,, V’.Y belongs to B and hence s E b, a contradiction. We shall 
show now that B is a gentle tree. Observe first that the full subcategory V 
of B formed by the objects of L and all objects of B connected to L by an 
arrow is gentle. Indeed, in the opposite case, ri contains a full hereditary 
subcategory H of type 8,,,, a contradiction since P is a full subcategory of 
R = B. Suppose now that B is not gentle. Then B contains a full sub- 
category C consisting of the line L connected by a walk I’ to one of the 
following D,-frames [4], which we shall denote by F: 
(F3) 
I .~.-. 
/f 
(F4) .A,. 
/ 
\ xp = 0, cx’;’ = 0 
and the opposite (F5) to (F4). We may also assume that the walk 1’ has 
radical square zero and that no other D,-frame is linked to c in C. Let D 
be the full subcategory of B formed by all objects of the form k.u, where .Y 
ranges over all objects of C and 11 over all elements of H. Obviously 
H= (BEG; gD G D). Then D contains a subcategory of the form 
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0 F 
I 
0, 
I 
I/r / 
I 
I 
,I, 
lc 
-.-.__ 
ii 
0 F 0 F 
ii, <I, 
(,, ,I, 
1; l- 
-...-.- .-- .-...-. -.___ ,.-... 
i’ I’ 
bound by &I =O, relations on F and such that the walk 
1’: N,. - u I --.--LI1 has radical square zero. Applying the reflection 
operators ST, S, to suitable objects of two consecutive frames F and the 
walk connecting these frames, we conclude that R contains a full hereditary 
subcategory of type B,,,, a contradiction to our assumption on R. Conse- 
quently B is gentle. Finally, suppose that B contains a cycle c‘. Then, since 
B is gentle. R = B is, by Lemma 8, special biserial and so the universal 
Galois covering ? + c’ of C induces a Galois covering ,4 --) R of R with an 
infinite cyclic group. a contradiction to the simply connectedness of R. 
Hence B is a gentle tree. Let P = (<FE G: ~Bz B). Since G and (1~) act 
freely on the objects of R. we get ~rs = r,q.\- for all g E G and objects .Y E R. 
Moreover. R;IG is finite and so 1” E G for some r E Z. This implies that B.‘P 
is a finite category bound only by Lero-relations of length two. Conse- 
quently P is free and hence G is torsion-free. 
Proof’ of’ flzr hnp/icution (iii )3 (iv). Let A = @ (B/G) for some gentle 
tree locally bounded K-category and admissible automorphism group of B. 
By Lemma 8. B is special biserial and Schurian. In particular, 
dim, rad &.Y, y)/rad” 8(.x, J,) < 1 for all objects .Y’, 1‘ of & and conse- 
quently B,iG is also special biserial. Hence A is special biserial and self- 
injective. 
Proof’ of’ the Implicution (iv) * (i ). Let A = @ ,4 be selfinjective and 
A 3 KQ/I be a presentation of /i such that (Q, I) satisfies (RI ) and (R2). 
Then there is a Galois covering R = Ko/T+ ,I = KQ/Z, with group I7,(Q, I) 
[21], which in our case is special biserial, Schurian, and simply connected. 
Hence A is standard, biserial, and selfinjective. 
We end the paper with two examples. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let A hc the hound quiver algebra KQ/l u~lzere Q is of’ the 
fhm 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A be the bound quiver algebra KQ/I where Q is of the 
form 
and I is generated by x/C cc78 and /?<. Then A is a biserial simply 
connected, hence standard (non-selfinjective) algebra which is not special 
biserial. 
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